This telephone number is Plaza 5-8539.

Anthony Kruzevski, 5425 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago.

The launching of this program coincides with the celebration of the one thousand anniversary of the Polish State.

Can be studied with objectivity.

Then the cultural history of a great nation such as Poland, the national life, our free East Europe, literature and culture. We feel that in a free Poland, education and culture, and literature are the leading programs in the study of Polish literature and culture.

In the words of Chancellor Beadle: "It is our hope to establish libraries of the Quadrangle Club, 57th Street at University of Chicago.

Wednesday, September 6th at 4:00 p.m.

Rep. D. D. Houck
Rep. John Q. Kneuß
Rep. Edward J. Derentz
Rep. Roman Potowski

Invitations include these U. S. Congressmen from Chicago:

Representatives of other Polish national fraternal, civic, educational, cultural and other organizations.

Representatives of other Polish women.

Mrs. Paul Michko, 3056 West Parmer, president of the region.

Hugh Mean, associate professor, chairman of the department.

Who: 

and culture.

With the introduction of Polish literature, literature, and culture, will be introduced new programs within the University of Chicago to help and spread the impact of education, literature and culture.

The launching of this program coincides with the celebration of the one thousand anniversary of the Polish State.

What: 

A reception will be held at the University of Chicago for Polish-American leaders of the community, new program for young Polish-American students and Polish studies.

Re: 

Arrangements, Editors, Other Publishing House, Society Editors, and

Memo to: City Editors Office of Public Relations

Office of University of Chicago

Source: McGraw 3-9000, ext. 2907
the one thousandth anniversary of the Potranca Shake.

part of a permanent program of education in the field of
and the promotion of the link between the program for the student-

Pollay extraction of Any City in the country

Moellen said that cautious was the largest proportion of

program is exceeded by the apportionment of the credit for one year

a visiting professor of folklore literature under the new

Choctaw.

You don't know the interest of 57 students in

the University of Chicago is the importance of

their studies. The University of Chicago, which has made a unique contri-

bution to the scientific community of Chicago, which has a reputation for

its high standards in the teaching of literature and language.
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